MANAGED TIMBERLAND
CALENDAR

MARCH:
Request to Division of Forestry (DOF) for previous year’s stumpage and cord prices.
Request to Research Division for previous year’s interest and severance tax rates.

APRIL:
Division of Forestry mails Managed Timberland certification and application returns to previous owners, foresters and Assessors.

MAY:
Receipt of DOF and Research data that was requested in March.
Initial date that DOF begins their request of assessor data (PF11) for managed timberland applications.

JULY:
1 Although not required as part of Legislative Rules, MT tentative appraisal variables are filed with the Secretary of State.
Land owners must have a contract with DOF by this date in order to be considered for MT.

AUGUST:
1 Final day for comments about tentative values.

SEPTEMBER:
1 Final MT valuation variables are to be filed with Secretary of State and responses sent to individuals or companies that made comments.
Final due date for receipt of MT applications by DOF.

OCTOBER:
1 Final due date for Certified list of MT parcels from DOF. Also includes denied.
DOF sends letters to land owners explaining the managed timberland acreage amounts that are approved and/or denied.

**NOVEMBER:**

30      Date that Managed Timberland property appraisals are to be completed and counties advised of their need to complete review and link procedures.

**DECEMBER**

31      Managed Timberland report due to Joint Committee on Government and Finance.